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Victoria Adukwei Bulley dedicates her debut
collection to her mother “who dreamed [her]
first.” And this dedication could not be more
fitting, as Quiet, in its most pared-back state, is a
collection of dreams (and by nature of the world
we occupy, nightmares) conjured within the minds
of Black women. Bulley understands that dreams
are not just static things of a time that exists on a
separate plane to the spaces of our waking state,
but are instead the haunts and hallowed wonders
of our lives reanimated, to remind us what our
open eyes may have missed.

This knowledge, that Bulley posits as a unique
treasure and consequence of Black womanhood, is
explored throughout Quiet. The collection
employs a wide range of poetic forms and lyric
breakages that are well-observed and fitting for
the world Bulley wants to build, destroy, and
rebuild again. In the opening Declaration, she
writes,

here at the home of empire –

if I live in the belly of the beast,

let me beget sickness in its gut.

Bulley understands Blackness, Black womanhood,
as a condition of being swallowed whole by
another – but swallowed alive, living within that
hollow. Her eyes have long-since widened, pupils
dilated and used to lack of light. Quiet is an
exploration of what can be conjured – dreamed –
from darkness, from nothingness. And of course,
the horrors, tangible and figurative, that one must
know intimately in order to survive the belly of
such a beast: racism, mental illness, loss and grief.
The collection hones its sharpest lyric blades, its
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most piercing lines, against the walls of this
blackness, as in girl:

limbs fighting baby jihads against lipids; still
winning. your heart still kicking it in time, red
metronome, your shunning of the night; a
propensity for wakefulness, for pen against
paper – a dance of sorts – because what is
death to you?

In later sections, the sickness, the rot for which
Bulley prays in the first poem manifests, and the
speaker steps out into the world, with all her dreams
and madnesses in tow. But above all else, these
poems understand that aliveness is a designation
one must bestow on oneself, must constantly reach
towards and fight for, despite all the su!ering in this
world into which we, Black and all, are born. The
experience of these births – and rebirths – is best
told in fabula:

she lies on the split seed of dawn, (g)listening
her skin stunned, static

beginning to spark; darkening still.
how she is solar. She swallows the light.

‘I do not know this language,
I am new here,’ she says,

‘but I lie in the sun
& remember.’

Denise Saul’s The Room Between Us is, among
many things, a liminal space. Rather than simply
recreating the four walls of her mother’s care home
room, and then adorning them with lyric and
imagery, Saul conjures a boundlessly expansive
territory that imagines the gardens, sitting rooms,
and attics of the mind. Saul’s diction is consistently
pointed and always intentional. We see exactly what
she wants us to see: a planet disappearing into late
summer sky, a bone stood upright becoming a
numeral, her mother’s right hand which she dubs
“Paula.” Reading The Room Between Us is akin to
looking through a window that doesn’t quite open

all the way, leaving to the audience the intriguing
challenge of figuring out what lies just outside of
the frame.

Saul’s distinct reverence for objects, sounds and
colours shines through with a consistent glimmer, as
in these lines taken from the poem, A Woman Travels
in Search of Sound:

A helicopter overhead circles the house –
its presence breaks the many silences of grass.
I hear all the registers of flowers.
Newton was not the first to make
a connection with the ways of green,
its part-yellow and part-blue.

In taking apart the colour green, asking us to hold its
constituent parts as separate but compatible beings,
Saul may be subtly elucidating the experience of
aphasia, the condition that stole from her mother,
among other things, the ability to call out a whole
word or name. These lapses sometimes left her
searching for spare parts in the junkyard or (an
example perhaps more akin to the sense of curiosity
and wonder emanating from these poems) antique
shop of language, and Saul reflects this scavenging in
this body of work. In First Conversation, Saul writes:

I hold up the photo of a white and black dress.
You call black

a thing by way of distinction.

The left eye is confined to a single color. You
forget everything that

borders on white.

What you leave out is everything.

This is perhaps the deftest trick accomplished in this
collection: Saul’s recreation of her mother’s
experience, the loss of language, the delicate,
precarious work of searching for one’s words,
through poetry. Further, Saul seems to capture her
own experience as well, as her depiction of this
carework resonates deeply as work of observation of
even the smallest details: her mother’s hair, her
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expression from one moment to the next. Above all,
Denise Saul’s achingly tender The Room Between
Us shows us that the shelves of remembering and
forgetting are often lined with the same objects,
sitting next to each other in the same room,
separated only by our minds and what they can
still reach.

Just remnants of a home they’d known, scattered
between their sandy toes; and once the ship
arrived – they rubbed them together to still the
fear that rose as they stepped on the deck:
aneephya. Making themselves stone. That was
how they faced a world they had yet to
encounter: by denying those captors the sight of
their grief at what they had left behind.

Yomi Ṣode’s Manorism has both its feet planted
firmly on the ground – but as a collection, it spends
much of its existence split between various opposing
worlds of imagination: Black and white, past and
present, peaceful and chaotic. This juxtaposition in
itself is not necessarily novel, but Ṣode’s unique
ability to slam two unlike things together is
evidenced by the poems that arise from the rubble
and remnants of such a collision, work that arrives
raw, sharp-edged and still steaming. His setting of
Caravaggio’s violent oeuvre on a crash course with
Michael, from the Block, for example, o!ers new
perspective on tragedies classic and modern. It
forces readers to question what violence we consider
beautiful, which victims worthy of framing and
hanging on a white wall.

All the blood of the past is on full display here,
rubbing up against his present life as a Black man in
London. A stand-out example of his skilful illustration
of this friction comes in the Top Boy sequence, in
which the aforementioned young Black boy falls prey
to the influences of his environment:

What more can be said to Michael
as he digs in his pockets for change
only to pull out bobbles of cotton?

Ashamed, he tucks the lint back in.

[…]

Soon Michael will glean
a band for the week from Dushane,
whose stature eclipses the sun. Take it, come on,
His arms outstretched: Follow me.

At its best, Manorism cuts to the quick, openly
daring readers to look at the blood spilled within its
pages. Ṣode’s use of form is also a highlight; the
collection’s prose poems don’t give the reader time
to take a breath – they assert, instead, that we don’t
deserve one, haven’t yet earned a moment to come
up for air amidst all this drowning. In other places,
the writing feels a bit less focused and charged,
more interested in retelling the stories many readers
may already know like the dark sides of their hands.
It’s di"cult, navigating the concept of audience as a
Black writer from an immigrant background, and in
the moments where Ṣode forgets he’s writing for
anyone else at all, Manorism gleams like a whittled
blade.
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